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LONG PERIOD COUPLING TE14MS IN LAGRANGE'S EQUATIONS
Introduction
In this report the long period terms arising from the short-short period
coupling of zonal harmonica are derived for Lagrange's Equations. Pile formu-
lation f general so that the results are valid for any pairs of zonal harmonica
waerc n and 'A are arbitrary.
.^	 r
formulas are given to generate the various functions and integrals needed
for the results given in this report. Checks h..ve been made against the work
of Kozai, keference 1.
Ibis paper is a generalization of that portion of the work of Berger,
keference 2, which deals with the long period coupling effect of cert,oin
pairs of zonal harmonics.
Analysis
Lagrange's Equations
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where Q C Y	 p	 for it even
J	 for n odd
oC.	 ^ !.t^ ^ 0 P N L•'
This notation is introduced to keep the form of the disturbing function
invariant. This we do not need to write separate equations for R 	 for the
cases n even or odd.
Since we deal with coupling of zonals n and ,,) the function,QZ is




Ttic quantities	 Dov,,$ 	 and 61 /^.1,1
	
are the inclination and
averaging functions respectively and are given in Appendix 1.
The product	 Q-„i  Q C. 	 d.	 in Equation 1, is the average of the
.^	 G
tern C1'). C&-4(c4 f ^ 	 taken over the mean anomaly.
Expansions For lagrgnEe's Equations
The Taylor _ rtes expansion for a typical Kaplerian element	 E,- needed
to Lind	 the coupling terms in Equations (1)	 is
`
^	 {	 L	 ` ^l + ^	 C3 J^r f	 ^ b	 l IX `
k : 4
	 t	 ^.
represents the function-, appearing on the right hand side of Equations
(Il i-)r the i th element. For example for the inclination
The symbol T ,ittachcd to an element ind1C-7LCS the perturbations in that
element. The :subscripts n and I pertain to the zonal harmonics considered.
1- 4 -
General furmulas for ^^	 ,at	 , and for	 are 1, Nun in
appendilex 3 and 4.	 4
In Equation (3). (Y-1)(L-1) coupling terms arise. Formular for the
general ^^ - fZ long ?eriod term are derived by averaging the quantities
enclosed by the brackets in Equation (3). using the functions defined by the
apponddces. 11e results are functions of ^4 and i3 which are defined in
connection with Equation (2).
It should be noted that long period perturbations due to 	 J* - ,Je coupling
do not occur in the semi major ax:s. This was proved by Kozai, Reference 4.
His proof while given only for ja -.y coupling call 	 readily extended for
2 •t order coupling of the forn: ^ - `1
	
Long period term; in the semi
major axis ra result from higher order coupling of the form J, -j4' Jam,
which is beyond the scope of this report. Hotaver for the special but important
L
case for long pe •_iod terms of order J1 the results of Berger, Reference 5,
are available.
Evaluation of the Lxpansions For Lagrange's Equations
The mean values of the functions enclosed by tho brackets in Equation(31
are now given for each of the Replarian elemencs V nder consideration. Since
certain types of triconometric products recur frequently they are given in
Appendix 5.
In general the functions to he averaged are of the form
C
a l^'ri





so teat the average values are readily	 by meanrs of the averaging
function, Q	 e	 described in Appendix :.
When the subscripts of the averaging function are functions, of a para-
meter e.g. Py ^t)^^ ( ,J , thet a it is useful to find the mvximum value of
x	 h, 	 which will yield noa-zero terms for the averaging
function. 111eu	 I.,aJ	 is found from the relation
- ►
 (t) - I t (<)I : o
For example if	 t	 , then
U
In Rome of the series a term occur:, in which 4 - -C is a divisor,
where k is a sunm &tion index. These series have been derived so that the
correct sam is obtained by omitting the tern for which A- k a
The Inclination Equat.'.on
Die expansion for the inclination equ,itien corresponding to Equation
(3) is giver, by
d.{	 l	 1i^1	 L	 t\ acJ^w,^^a:;	 bv)op^.	 L	 ^,^^o^.I^ Z
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nic Inclination Function
A convenient form of the inclination function is r-taine(i from
Reference 3.
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11u c Averaging Function
The averaging function ar,::es by first considering the y expansion for
r " =.. S e k a' .k coy 	 E! = i 3h	 ° ,,
Q-o
drom the definition of the mean value, the function A is given by
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If we substitute Equation	 (1) and the expresson for	 dM	 in terns of	 df
we find
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3Expressions for Lite derivates of the coefficients with respect, t., c are
also u •cef u I . We f ind
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The rouation of the Center
The expansion for	 the equation of the center	 (f-M)
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Derivatives of the Disturbing Function
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